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‘Misty’ was written, originally as an
instrumental composition, in 1954
by the American jazz pianist Erroll
Garner (pictured right).  Song
lyrics were later added by Johnny
Burke and, in 1959, Misty was
recorded by Johnny Mathis
(reaching No. 12 in the UK
chart).  In 1971 the Johnny
Mathis version played a key role in the Clint
Eastwood film ‘Play Misty For Me’ - although the song’s
highest UK chart position was achieved in 1975 by Ray
Stevens who reached No.2 with an up-tempo country
version (and won a Grammy for the arrangement).    

STEP 1 - Select a style

I like both the Johnny Mathis and Ray Stevens versions of this
song - but I guess if I had to choose my favourite it would be
the velvety smooth jazz ballad version of the former.  With that
in mind the style I chose was the sultry ‘Dreamy Ballad’
(located in the Tyros5’s ‘Swing & Jazz’ category).  It’s been a
popular style for a while now - so I expect you’ll also find it on
most other recent models of CVP Clavinova and keyboard too.

Every accompaniment style on your keyboard or CVP has its
own default tempo setting.  This is locked into the style during

the instrument’s manufacture and is the tempo the style’s
creator deemed the ideal one.  I felt that, even though Misty is
taken at a slow, dreamy pace, the style was too slow for the
way I play the song - so I increased the tempo from its default
(63 beats per minute) to a more ‘flowing’ 78 b.p.m.      

STEP 2 - Select the voices you need

As with all styles the Dreamy Ballad has four ready to use
right-hand voice settings called One Touch Settings (O.T.S.) -
although the content of these often changes from one model
to another.  

I chose three of the One Touch Settings to make a simple
arrangement and, for the benefit of those who don’t have a
Tyros5, here are the settings for you to store in the
Registration Memory buttons.

OTS  2  (Tyros5) Romance  Strings
Right 1 Romance Strings (Volume 100)

Set the OCTAVE pitch to -1 in the Mixing 
Console for a deep string sound.

Multipads Cym & Chimes

Save to Registration Memory button 1 with Style Variation B

OTS  3  (Tyros5) Solo  Clarinet
Right 1 Romance Clarinet (Volume 100)

Multipads Cym & Chimes

Save to Registration Memory button 2 with Style Variation C

In this series we offer a series of easy to follow, easy to play,
arranger workshops based on song arrangements published 
in the ‘Easy Keyboard Library’. 

4. Misty (EKL - Jazz Classics)

Fig.1: Dreamy Ballad Style

Fig.2: One Touch Settings & Registration Memory

Registration Memory buttons

One Touch Settings
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OTS  4  (Tyros5) Full  Octave  Strings
Right 1 Classic 1st Violins (Volume 100)
Right 2 Real Violas (Volume 50)
Right 3 Classic Cellos (Volume 80)

Multipads Cym & Chimes

I have to confess to doing a fair bit of editing here because,
like many of you who write to me, I find some of the string
settings on the Tyros5 can be a bit ‘scratchy’.  The string
samples themselves are really good - but I do disagree with
some of the choices made at the OTS programming stage.
This kind of editing isn’t hard to do - especially if you have an
idea how it works of course!  I’ll guide you through this one
and then I think you’ll get the idea quickly enough.

Mixing  Console:  FILTER  -  BRIGHTNESS

I feel that, as ‘ballad’ strings, the strings in the Tyros5’s One
Touch Setting are far too bright.  This is something that we can
control though - and the Mixing Console has a very handy
‘BRIGHTNESS’ control on its FILTER page (fig.3).  As you
reduce the brightness for each of the right hand string voices
you’ll hear the sound become more mellow.  Adjust the
controls to your own taste - my settings are provided as a
guide.  You’ll see that the levels of Right1 and Right3 are
reduced more than that of the Right2 voice section as these
sounds are the more strident ones.  

Mixing  Console:  EFFECT  -  DSP

I always tend to add more reverb to voices when the tempo is
slow.  It somehow helps everything blend together and this is
especially effective when the tone colours are those of a
background ‘wash’ rather than the more striking ones of the
soloists’ instruments.

On the Mixing Console’s EFFECT page you’ll find all the
REVERB and other DSP effects you could possibly want to
transform the sound completely...  and I could spend all day
messing around in here ‘tweaking’ the settings.  Happily for
you I’m not going to go that far today... because all I want to
do is add a little more reverb to the right hand voices to create
more of a ‘wash’.  

If you look at fig.4 you’ll see that there is a row of knobs
labelled REVERB (MEDIUM HALL).  The Medium Hall reverb is
the one that’s been chosen as the main reverb for this style
and its associated O.T.S. - and I could simply increase the
reverb levels for the Right-hand voice parts here.  But there’s
another option...

The bottom row of knobs (fig.4) is labelled DSP 2-7.  The
‘HALL 4’ tells me that the right-hand voices are assigned to a
second reverb type effect and so I experimented by increasing
the value of this effect instead... and liked the result.  The
settings I used are circled - again, only as a general guide. 

Voice  Set:  Classic1stVlns  -  SOUUND  -  VIBRATO

Many of the sampled voices in today’s keyboards and digital
pianos have natural vibrato and phasing type effects built in.
These are captured during the recording of the instrument(s)
and are part of the natural interaction between them -
especially (as in the case of Classic 1st Violins) when several
instruments are recorded at once to create a single voice.

Even so, sometimes it’s desirable to attempt to create the
effect that there are even more instruments in the group.  In
this case one of the tools at our disposal is ‘vibrato’.  If a
group of violinists were to all play a single note it’s unlikely
that each one would add vibrato (pitch wobble) to the sound
at exactly the same speed and depth.  The more instruments
that were added to the mix the more diverse the range of
vibratos would become.  The overall effect of this is to create
the ‘big’, ‘warm’ sound we experience whenever we hear a
large orchestra or choir in full flow.   

Fig.3: Mixing Console: Filter page

Fig.4: Mixing Console: Effect page

Fig.5: Voice Set: SOUND page (Classic 1st Violin voice)
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By adding a little extra vibrato to each voice we go some way
to reproducing the effect.

At the bottom of each page of voices is a VOICE SET button.
Having selected the Right 1 voice (Classic 1st Violins) press
VOICE SET and tab to its SOUND page (fig.5).

Here you can add - and increase - the Depth, Speed and
Delay of the ‘artificial’ vibrato to the Classic 1st Violins sound.
Try not to overdo it because the extremes can sound really
silly - but a little extra vibrato will add a little warmth to the
existing sound.  As before you can see my settings in fig.5 as
a guide.  Don’t get too bogged down in copying me exactly
though because, if I’d had longer to experiment with these, I’d
probably have adjusted them further anyway.

Voice  Set:  ClassicCellos  -  SOUUND  -  VIBRATO

Now select the Right 3 voice - Classic Cellos (fig.6) - and do
the same.  Choose a vibrato setting that isn’t exactly the same
as the one you used for the first voice so that the two vibratos
will interact with each other to thicken the sound.

Harmony:  BLOCK

Finally - and this has already been done for you if you’re using
the Tyros5’s O.T.S. - set the BLOCK harmony effect and assign
it to the Right 2 voice (Real Violas) only.

Don’t forget to save the completed settings into the
Registration Memory buttons.  Save the last one, together with
all the edits we’ve made, in Registration Memory button 3.

STEP 3 - Perform the piece

1 The written arrangement in the Easy Keyboard Library - 
Jazz Classics book doesn’t have an intro so you can either
start, as written, without one - or use one of the pre-
programmed ones from your keyboard (I prefer Intro 2 for 
this song) - or you could make one up.

This is easier than it sounds because there’s often one 
written in the music score (if you know where to look).  As 
is often the case the last four bars of the printed copy 
provide you with a perfectly good intro.

Select the MAIN D style variation and the big string sound 
we’ve just concocted from the Tyros5’s OTS4.

2 At the end of the intro section return to the start of the 
piece and select the MAIN B style variation and 
Registration 1 (OTS2 - Tyros5).   If you can manage it, 
press the multipad 4 button just as you play the first note 
of the verse “Look at me...” for a little sparkle from the 
wind-chime effect.   

3 If you’ve got into the habit of numbering the bars on your 
printed music score press the wind-chime multipad again at
the start of bar 17 “You can say that you’re leading me on...”.

At the same point select Registration 2 (OTS3 - Tyros5).  
You also need the MAIN B style variation - but this should 
automatically be called up with the registration setting.

4 At the end of bar 25 “On my own...” select the big string 
sound in Registration 3 that we created from Tyros5’s 
OTS4 to finish the piece.

5 To prolong the ending I repeat the phrase “I’m too misty 
and too much in love”. Then, as you reach the last note, 
press the ENDING button of your choice - Ending 1 for a 
short finish, Ending 2 for a medium play out with sax solo 
or Ending 3 for a medium play out with flute solo.  
Personally I quite like Ending 3. 

Chords ((ooppttiioonnaall))

If you’d like to add a few more adventurous chords into your
music begin by numbering the bars in the Easy Keyboard
Library arrangement.  Start at bar 1 and number each bar -
finishing at bar 33.  Next, write these chords into the music
score at the appropriate bar numbers...

Fig.6: Voice Set: SOUND page (Classic Cellos voice)

Fig.7: Harmony: BLOCK (assigned to the Right 2 Voice only)

1:  - 2:  FM7  /  F6  / 3:  Cm7 /  F7sus4 F7 4:  BbM7

5:  Bbm7  /  Bbm  / 6:  Am  /  Dm7  / 7:  Gm7  /  C7  / 8:  A7  /  D7  /

9:  Gm7  /  C7+5 / 10: FM7  /  F6  /    11: Cm7  /  F7  / 12: Bb

13: Bm7 / Bbm  / 14: Am7  /  Dm7  / 15: Gm7  /  C7  / 16: F   /   Eb7   / 

17: F  /  Dm   / 18: Cm7 19: F7sus4 / F7+5 / 20: BbM7 

21: Bb6 22: Bm -5 23: E7sus4 /  E7  / 24: Am7  /  D7  /

25: Gm7 / C7  C7+5 26: FM7  /  F6  / 27: Cm7 / F7sus4 F7 28: BbM7

29: Bbm7 /  Bbm  / 30: Am7  /  Dm7  / 31: Gm7   /  C7   / 32: F   /   Eb   E

33: F


